Mathematical formulation and analysis of numerical methods for calculating the natural frequencies (resonances) are given. Stability of these methods towards roundoff errors and small perturbations of the obstacles is established. Some formulas for the variations of the natural frequencies due to small perturbations of the surface of the obstacle are given. A simple new method for extraction of resonances from transient fields is given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a finite obstacle with a smooth surface r, and let n be the exterior domain. The obstacle (scatterer) is three dimensional. The smoothness of ris of the type that ensures the applicability of Green's formulas. Roughly speaking, cusps-type singular points of the surface are not admissible, but edges (as in a cube) or conical points are admissible. We will discuss for simplicity scalar wave scattering, but the results and arguments are valid for electromagnetic wave scattering. The Green's function for a reflecting obstacle satisfies the equations 1-V-k 2)G (x,y,k ) = 8(x -y) in n, (
1.3)
Here y is the position vector of the source and V 2 is the Laplacian. The function G is uniquely determined by the conditions (1.1)-(1.3) and can be continued analytically on the whole complex plane of k as a meromorphic function of k. Its poles lie in the half-plane 1m k < ° and are called resonances, natural frequencies, or complex poles. The meromorphic nature of G as a function of k and the (closely connected with it) behavior of solutions of the time-dependent wave equation as t -+ 00 were studied in the series of papers starting with Ref. 1. In Ref. 2 there is a bibliography of the subject. In Ref. 3 one can find a collection of papers and an extensive bibliography of the singularity and eigenmode expansion methods. In Refs. 4 and 5 there are reviews of the subject for engineers. The connection of the complex poles asymptotic with the behavior of solutions to the time-dependent wave equation is the foundation of the singularity expansion method (SEM). If (1.4) then the function v, defined as v(x,k) = 1"" exp (ikt )u(x,t ) dt, (1.5) satisfies the equations (V2 + k 2)V = -J, v = ° on r, r( :~ -ikV) -0, r -00, (1.6) v = L G(x,y,klfdy, (1.7) u = (21T) -I f: " " exp ( -ikt )v(x,k ) dk. (1.8) Assume that/is a smooth function which vanishes outside of a bounded domain (compactly supported). In the engineering literature (e.g., in Ref. 4) the complex variables = -ik is often used. In the physical and mathematical literature k is usually the complex variable. The half-plane 1m k < ° (which we use in this paper) corresponds to the half-plane Re s < ° on the s plane. If one knows that2 v is meromorphic (and analytic ifIm k>O), (1.9) Ivl<C(b)(I+lkll-a, a>!, b=lmk, IRekl-oo, (1.10) Ilmkjl<lmkJ+ll-oo asj-oo, (1.11) then one can move the contour of integration in (1.8) in the k plane down and obtain the SEM expansion u(x,t) = L cj(x,t)e-· kl + O(e-llmkN+llt), t_ + 00.
j=l
(1.12) Here k j are the complex poles of v (x,k) , cj(x,t) = iResk=kj {e-iktv(x,k) } andNis the number of the poles in the strip 0> 1m k>Im k N • Usually it is assumed by engineers 4 that the poles k j are simple, in which case cj(x,t) = cj (x) . If mj + 1 is the multiplicity of the pole kj> then cj(x,t) = 0 (t m1, and one can write (1.12) Prony' s method. Some other methods were also used. 9, 10 Here we present a very simple numerical technique which seems to be new and does not require solving nonlinear or even linear equations. The question most difficult in this problem, that of noisy data, is discussed. The paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with questions (1) and (2). Section III deals with question (3).
Appendix A contains some formulas for perturbations of complex poles under perturbations of the surface of the scatterer. Numeration of formulas is separate in each of the sections. The material in Sec. III appeared in Ref. 8.
II. METHODS OF CALCULATING NATURAL FREQUENCIES

A. Basic equations 1013
From the Green's formula one obtains where N. is the outer normal to r at the point s, and the dependence on k is suppressed in some of the function for brevity. Let x = s Erin (2.1). Then L gh ds ' = g. (2.4) If k j is a pole of G then it is a pole of h, so that (s,s' ,kj) This gives the second way to characterize the complex poles: They are the points at which the equation
has a nontrivial solution. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for (2.9) to have a nontrivial solution is
The parentheses denote the inner product in L 2(r), (u,v) = S rUv ds. where k j are the complex poles of G, and that all of the complex poles can be obtained in this way. This will be done later .
Consider Eq. (2.5). In the same way as in the previous section one can derive the equation ' (2.12) This equation is of the same structure as (2.10), and the same questions (1) 
where A is an eigenvalue of the matrix q~j. This matrix is an entire function of k. Its minimal eigenvalue A \" '(k) is the minimum of the functional IQfI under the constraint (13).
The points k )"', which are zeros of A ~ (k ), 
D. Convergence and stability of the methods for calculating the poles
The basic ideas and methods of the analysis and proofs are taken from Ref. 12 (see also Refs. 2, 11, and 13). The basic results consist of a proof of convergence and stability of the methods given in Sec. II B towards roundoff errors and perturbations of the data.
(1) We start with the method given in the first part of Sec. II B. Let us assume that there exists a countable discrete set &1 of points k j at which Eq. (2.8) has a nontrivial solution. In Sec. II A we proved that any complex pole of G belongs to &1 . Let us show that any point ko E &1 is a complex pole of G. Laplacian consists of positive numbers only, we conclude is not a pole in G. Therefore t/J = avlaNj -avlaN e = 0, where avl aNe is the limit value of the normal derivative on r from the exterior domain. This contradicts the assumption that t/! ~O. Therefore ko is a pole of G.
Let us prove now that for sufficiently large n, (1) Eq.
(2.10) has solutions, (2) Eq. (2.11) holds, (3) all the complex poles can be obtained as limits (2.11), (4) complex poles k j are stable towards small perturbations of the data; the notion of small perturbation will be specified. Equation (2.9) can be written as an operator equation
is the identity. Since A (k) is compact in H for any k and P" ---+ I as n ---+ 00, where the arrow denotes strong convergence, one has liB -P" B II ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00. Therefore the op-
ficiently large n in a neighborhood of any point ko at which 
where c is a constant which does not depend on n. On the
This is a contradiction since ko is a pole of the operator (I + A (k ))-1. The contradiction proves that for any 8> 0 and sufficiently large n there is a root k 5' " of Eq. (2.10) in the circle Clj'
(2) The above argument settles also the question about stability of the poles towards small perturbations of the data and roundoff errors. Indeed, small perturbations of the data and roundoff errors are equivalent to small perturbations of the matrix b jm (k).
Let us assume that a small perturbation of the matrix b jm (k) is caused by a small perturbation of the operator B = I +A. LetusdenoteB = I +A = I +A + Tastheperturbed operator. In this formulation the perturbed matrix b j~ is the matrix of the operator P"BP". The perturbation T can describe both the perturbation of r and the roundoff errors in the computing matrix b 5~ . Our aim is to prove that in any finite domain on th~ k plane the poles k j' " of the perturbed operator (I + P"B (k )P" )-1 differ from the poles k J' " of the unperturbed operator (I + P"B (k)P" )-1 a little:
we have already established the convergence property (2.11), it is sufficient to prove that
(2. 18) Let k j be a pole of (I + A (k )) -I and there are no other poles of this operator in the circle C 6 • One has (I +A (k) The smallness of the perturbation of the surface is described in terms of the smallness of the norm II T II. One can give a relationship between the equation of the perturbed surface and the norm of T. This is cumbersome and is done in AppendixA.
(3) Let us study the method based on Eq. (2.12). The results will be the same: (1) Eq. (2.12) has roots k t) for sufficiently large n, (2) Eq. (2.11) holds, (3) all the complex poles can be obtained as limits (2.11) and (4) small perturbations of the data lead to small perturbations of the complex poles uniformly on any bounded domain on the complex k plane. Analysis of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.12) is more complicated than that of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.10) because (2.5) is an equation ofthe first kind. The basic tool in our analysis is the factorization formula Thus, one concludes that the results (1)- (4) in Sec. II D (3) hold for the variational method described in Sec. II C.
III. EXTRACTING NATURAL FREQUENCIES FROM TRANSIENT FIELDS
A. Preliminaries
Consider the problem where Cjm(x) do not depend on t, k j = a j -ib j , b j >0, are complex poles of the resolvent kernel G of the Dirichlet La- The other reason is that in systems theory one often models impulse responses as a sum of the type given in formula (3.2). The important problem of system identification can be formulated as follows: From the observation of the transient field (3.2) find the numbers k j and mj' There is an extensive literature on the subject. Many researchers contributed to the field (Prony, Bruns, Dale, Lagrange, Kiihnen, and quite a few modem researchers). A large bibliography can be found in Refs. 9 and 15. Only the case mj = 0 (simple poles) was treated in the literature as far as I know.
The purpose of the following subsection is (1) ' 1 <:, j<: ,N for any fixedN from the exacttransient data, (2) to discuss this problem for noisy data, and (3) to briefly review the classical methods (Prony, Bruns, Lagrange, and Dale).
B. A simple method for extracting resonances from the transient field
Assume first that the scatterer is a strictly convex reflecting body so that (3.2) holds. By u(n) let us denote the sequence u(x,nh ), where h > 0 is a fixed number. It follows from (3.2) that u(n) = clm,h mlnm'e-la, IIhe-b,llh(l 
as n -00, provided that c 1 <C 2 < ... . In systems theory u, being an impulse response of a system, often does not depend on x.
We will discuss the case of noisy data. Assume that
noise. Let us assume that E(n) is uniformly distributed on the interval [ -E,E], E> 0 is a given number. In practice the level of noise is not known exactly since the noise comes not only from the errors in measurements but also from the unknown background noise in the environment of the scatterer. But without some assumptions about the noise nothing can be derived. One has
(3.11)
From ( 11) it follows that, regardless of the method used, the extraction of the complex poles k j from noisy data is highly unstable and depends on the magnitude of all == 0 (lin) + E(hn) -m'eb,nhc i;;':. If there exists n such that an < 1 (say an <0.1), then the pole kl =01-ib 1 can be computed by formulas (3.5) and (3.6) in which yIn) (an) should take the place of u(n) (0 (lin)), Similar considerations hold for other poles. Since b j > 0 the factor ebJ"h is growing as n -00, Therefore E should be small in order that an be small and k j could be computed. In this case it is not advisable to take n too large because for large n the second term in an becomes large. Since the bound on O(l/n) is not available it is not worthwhile to compute the optimal n, but practically, n should be taken as a value for which {lIh )lnjy(n)ly(n + 1)1 is stationary when one computes bl> and for which {lIh )lnlzj{n)lzj(n + III is stationary when one computes
If the constant Clm, is small then the second term in an is large unless E is sufficiently small. Therefore it is difficult to compute resonance with small Laurent coefficients (coupling coefficients) in front of the singular terms (k -k j ) -m. All these arguments are very simple but they show clearly the nature of the difficulties for which noise is responsible and the limitations of any method of resonances extraction from noisy data, We assumed that the scatterer was convex. This assumption implies the basic result: the validity ofEq. (3.2). In the outstanding paper Ref. 6 it is proved that for the scatterer consisting of two strictly convex reflecting bodies (3.2) does not hold: there exist countably many poles k, on some line 1m k = const. Therefore one cannot order the poles by the rule 11m k, I < 11m k j + I I in the case of two disjoint convex reflecting bodies. If the scatterer is just one strictly convex reflecting body then it is known that 11m k j I -+ 00 as j _ 00 and (3.2) holds. z
C. A brief review of the existing methods for the resonances extraction
The most popular method is Prony's method. 8 , 16 One assumes that u = u(t) = I.f_ I cjesl,sj == -ik"c j = const. ''',A N) where Ep + m is noise. If there are several eigenvectors corresponding to the minimal eigenvalue, one has no rule to pick up any particular eigenvector. But this situation is not generic in the sense that a small perturbation of the matrix will split up the mUltiple eigenValue into a number of simple ones. However. the simple eigenvalues will be close to each other and it will be difficult to find the minimal eigenvalue numerically. (Recall that an eigenvalue is called simple if there is only one linearly independent eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue.) One can find an extensive bibliographyand a discussion of Pro ny's method in Ref. It is interesting that only the data near t = 0 is used in this procedure, while the procedure in the previous method needs the data at large t. On the other hand, the procedure based on Eq. (3.13) is very sensitive to the noise in the data because one needs to differentiate the data. We assumed above that the number N of resonances was known. and ¢I' O<'¢l < 21T, can be numerically obtained from the
Here no is a large number such that exp ( -bthn o ) >exp( -bzhno), m > 4 is a fixed number, and the function F(cl,bt,al'¢l) is to be minimized numerically. 
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, is analytic in k and E in a neighborhood ..1 of (ko,O) , and ¢'j (k,E) . From this formula it is clear that the poles of (I + a(k,E))-1 can occur only at the zeros of 
d (k,E). Thus the equation for the perturbed poles is
d (k,E) = det[ 8 jm -(r(k,E)¢'j,t/Jm)] = 0, r(k,E) = (I + T +A (k,E))-I. (AI) For E = ° the function d (k ) = d (k,O) has,
Reduction of a concrete perturbation problem to the abstract one
Suppose that the surface r of the obstacle is perturbed.
Let Xj = xj (u,v) , I ~<3 be a parametric equation of r, and (u,v) be the equation of the perturbed surfacer .. , where Eis a small parameter. Assume that the functions Xj and Yj ' 1.;;;J<3, u,v E S = {u,v:O<u, v< (u,v,u',V',k,E) h du 'dv'. Jr. aN. Js
Here A (u,v,u',V',k,E) is the kernel of the integral operator in the variables u,v,u',v' . If E = 0 thenr" = r and we assume that the sets {tPj J ({ 'h 1), 1.;;;J<n of all linearly independent solutions of the equation tP + IsA (u,v,u',v',ko,O) tP u',v',u,v,k o ,O) l/1du' dv' = 0) are known. Then the abstract scheme is applicable. Since small perturbations of the kernel cause small perturbations of the poles, one can approximate the kernel A by a degenerate kernel and consider the corresponding matrix problem.
As an example consider a simple case when the matrix is 2X2. Let
Then the inverse matrix is z2 + zEb -1 -Ea -ec = 0, Z(E) = -Eb/2 + ~(f2b2/4) + 1 + Ea + f2c 
APPENDIX B: EXTRACTION OF RESONANCES FROM THE TRANSIENT FIELD
The case of simple poles symmetrical with respect to the imaginary axis is as follows.
Let the poles be simple and occur in pairs ± a j -ib j , 0< b l < b 2 < ... . Then the transient field is u = I.j"= I uj+O(exp(-bN+lt)), as t--+00, uj=cjexp (-bjt) cos(ajt + tPj)' c j >O,aj >O,bj >O,O<tPj <211'. We sketch a method for finding c j , b j , a j , and tPj' which is simpler than the one given by formula (3.14).
Step 1: One has u(t) = U I + 0 (exp ( -b 2 t) Step 3: If a l and b l are found then C I ::::;(ii 2 /ai + V 2 )1/2, t> 1.
Step 4: If aI' b l , and C I are found, then tPI can be found from the equations c I -Iv(211'n/ad = cos tPI = sin tPI' n > 1.
Since O<tPI < 211', these equations determine tPI uniquely. If b l , al> CI> and tPI are found one can use u -UI for finding U2' etc. The basic idea is the same as in Sec. III. The difficulties are similar to the ones discussed after formula (3.11).
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